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A Transpersonal Analysis of Existence
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Clinical Psychologist

Socialism and Spiritism
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A Plural World

Spiritual Perspective Of Citizenship
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Otherness In Diversity

Social Justice
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International Peace And Solidarity

Since ancient times, we hear news of wars and conflicts between people and nations, which, along with
periods of development and nobility, mark the human progress in its long history. But if these contradictions
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the Spiritist thought; there is no way we can think of a more united and at peace world without the pacified creature in itself. For this to occur, we are challenged to get to know the internal wars in which we find
ourselves in, listening and evaluating the shares of the dissonant ego, who insist on fighting each other.
Where am I still dominated by fear and anger? What are the passions that still drag me? At what point
and estate my emotions come into disarray? They are practical issues that serve to evaluate and solve the
wars in our intimate world, of which we have an effective power of action, much higher than on external
wars.
By self-analysing ourselves, the exercise of solidarity enables us to participate in other lives through
empathy – the ability to be and feel in someone else’s place. No wonder Spiritism presents charity as the
capital virtue, for only when we leave the narrow circle of ego needs we can act in favour of building a
better world.
And by combining the constant exercise of pacifying the intimate wars with solidarity, we are finally
helping to build the long awaited world peace. It won’t be an instant process the establishment of a new
world, but, if we wish to live in a “World of Regeneration”, we should, firstly, be the regenerated creatures
ourselves.

Cláudio Sinoti
Jungian Therapist
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